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Measurements of the angles and sides of the unitarity triangle and of the rates of rare B meson
decays are crucial for the precise determination of Standard Model parameters and are sensitive to
the presence of new physics particles in the loop diagrams. In this paper the recent measurements
performed in this area by BABAR and Belle will be presented. The direct measurement of the angle α

is for the first time as precise as the indirect determination. The precision of the |Vub| determination
has improved significantly with respect to previous measurement. New limits on B → τν decays are
presented, as well as updated measurements on b → s radiative transitions and a new observation of
b → dγ transition made by Belle.

1 Introduction

In the Standard Model (SM), the in-

teraction between up-type and down-type

quarks is described by a unitarity matrix

called the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa ma-

trix (in brief CKM).1,2 This matrix can be

parametrized with 3 real angles and one com-

plex phase, which gives rise to CP viola-

tion. A widely used parametrization of the

matrix3,4 uses the four parameters A, λ, ρ, η,

with η controling the CP violation in this

framework. The unitarity of the CKM ma-

trix imposes 9 complex relations amongst the

matrix elements, one of which is given by

V ∗
ubVud + V ∗

cbVcd + V ∗
tbVtd = 0,

where Vqq′ is the matrix element relating the

quark q and q′. This relation can be repre-

sented as a triangle (called the unitarity tran-

gle) in the complex ρ, η plane, as shown in

Fig. 1. B-meson decays are sensitive probes

to measure both the angles and sides of the

unitarity triangle and can unveil physics be-

yond the SM. In fact, most B decay am-

plitudes receive contributions from diagrams

containing loops, where the presence of new

particles can be detected through effects on

the branching ratios, asymmetries, or spec-

tra. Another possible route to detecting new

physics is the high precision measurement of

the unitarity triangle parameters to uncover

α
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*
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Figure 1. Unitarity triangle.

any inconsistency among them or between

different determinations of the same param-

eter.

After having clearly established CP-

violation in the B sector, the BABAR and

Belle experiments are now pursuing an ex-

tended program of precision measurements of

the unitarity triangle parameters and of rare

B decays, taking advantage of the very large

data sample collected at the B-Factories. The

recent results of this measurement program

are reported at this conference in two papers.

The measurement of sin 2β and the direct

CP violation measurements are presented by

Kazuo Abe. In this paper, after introducing

the BABAR and Belle experiments in Sec. 2, I

will cover the α measurements in Sec. 3 and

the |Vub| and |Vcb| measurements in Sec. 4.

The rest of the paper will be devoted to rare

decays: B → τν in Sec. 5, b → sγ in Sec. 6,

and b→ dγ in Sec. 7. I will finally give some

concluding remarks in Sec. 8.
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2 The B-Factory experiments and

datasets

The data used in the analyses presented

in this paper have been collected with the

BABAR detector at the PEP-II machine at

SLAC and with the Belle detector at the

KEKB machine in the KEK laboratory be-

tween 1999 and 2005. Both detectors,

whose detailed description can be found

elsewhere,5,6 have been designed and opti-

mized to study time-dependent CP-violation

in B decays at the Υ (4S) resonance. Their

major components are: a vertexing and

tracking system based on silicon and gas de-

tectors; a particle identification system; an

electromagnetic calorimeter based on CsI(Tl)

crystals operating within a 1.5 T magnetic

field; an iron flux return located outside of

the coil, instrumented to detect K0
L and iden-

tify muons. The Υ (4S) resonance decays

most of the time in a pair of B-mesons, ei-

ther B+B− or B0B0, which acquire a boost

thanks to the asymmetry of the beam ener-

gies: 9 GeV e− on 3.1 GeV e+ for PEP-II and

8 GeV e− on 3.5 GeV e+ for KEKB. Because

of this boost, the decay vertices of the two

mesons are separated, thus allowing their in-

dividual determination and the measurement

of time-dependent CP asymmetries. In these

analyses, the signal B is reconstructed in a

CP-eigenstate (such as B → ππ) while the

other B (the tagging B) is reconstructed in a

decay mode that allows the determination of

its flavor at the time of decay, such as exclu-

sive hadronic or semileptonic modes, or in-

clusive modes with a lepton or a kaon, whose

sign carries the information of the B flavor.

The data samples used in the measure-

ments presented in this paper vary for the

two experiments. Most measurements are

based on 232 × 106BB pairs for BABAR and

275 × 106BB for Belle, but there are several

results obtained with smaller statistics, while

Belle performed the b → dγ analysis with

385 × 106BB.

Figure 2. The tree (left) and penguin (right) dia-
grams contributing to charmless B decays B0 →
π+π−, B0 → ρ+π− and B0 → ρρ.

3 Determination of the angle α(Φ2)

The angle α is the relative phase of the Vub

and Vtd CKM matrix elements and can be

measured in the charmless B decays B → ππ,

B → ρπ and B → ρρ which arise from tree-

level b → u(ud) transitions (Fig. 2,left). A

complication to this approach is the presence

of loop level penguin diagrams leading to the

same final states (Fig. 2, right), which intro-

duce different CKM matrix elements. While

in the absence of penguin contribution, the

measurement of time dependent CP asym-

metries in neutral B charmless decays would

directly yield the angle α, the interference

between tree and penguin diagrams obscures

the simple relationship between CP observ-

ables and the angle α and requires the devel-

opment of specific techniques to disentangle

the penguin contribution.

Time-dependent CP asymmetries arise

from the intereference of two possible paths

reaching the same final state: B → f and

B → B → f , and can be expressed in terms

of the complex parameter λf = ηf
p
q

A
A

, where

A = |〈f |T |B0〉|, A = |〈f |T |B0〉|, ηf is the CP

eigenvalue of the final state and q, p are the

parameters describing how B0 and B0 mix to

form the mass eigenstates. The time depen-

dent CP asymmetry follows

ACP (∆t) = Sf sin(∆m∆t) + Cf cos(∆m∆t),

where Sf = 2
ℑ(λf )

1+|λf |2
measures the CP vi-

olation arising from the interference of the

decays with and without mixing, and Cf =
1−|λf |

2

1+|λf |2
measures the direct CP violation
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Figure 3. Isospin triangles for the charmless B decays
B0 → π+π−, B0 → ρρ.

in the decay. For the tree diagram in

(Fig. 2,left)

λf = ηf

V ∗
tbVtdVubV

∗
ud

VtbV ∗
tdV

∗
ubVud

= ηfe
2iα,

with Cf = 0 and Sf = sin(2α). In the pres-

ence of the penguin diagram, the expression

becomes:

λf = ηfe
2iα T + Pe+iγeiδ

T + Pe−iγeiδ

where T and P are the tree and penguin am-

plitudes, and δ is the strong phase. The effect

of penguin diagram interference is the possi-

bility of direct CP violation (Cf ∝ sin δ) and

a shift ∆α in the measurement of the angle α:

Sf =
√

1 − C2
f sin(2αeff) with ∆α = αeff −α.

Isospin relations amongst rates of the

various B → ππ and B → ρρ decays can be

used7 to extract the shift ∆α. The isospin

analysis involves the separate measurement

of B0 and B0 decay rates into h+h− (h in-

dicates either π or ρ) and h0h0, as well as

the measurement of the rate of the charged

B decay B+(−) → h+(−)h0. Constructing a

B0 and a B0 triangle from the 6 amplitudes

(Fig. 3) one can extract ∆α from the mis-

match of the two triangles.

It has also been shown8 that, in alter-

native to full isospin analysis, one can use

the branching fractions for B → h0h0 and

B → h+h0 averaged over meson and anti-

meson to impose an upper bound on ∆α:

sin2 ∆α <
B(B0 → h0h0)

B(B± → h±h0)

)
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Figure 4. The distributions for the highest purity
tagged events in the BABAR B → ρρ analysis for the
variables mES (a), ∆E (b), cosine of the ρ helicity

angle (c), and mπ±π0 (d). The dotted lines are the
sum of backgrounds and the solid lines are the full
PDF.

Other relations have also been developed,9,10

but with the current level of accuracy of the

measurements none improves significantly

over the above limit. The constraints on α

derived from a full isospin analysis in the

ππ channel11,12 are very weak, as shown in

Fig. 5 explained later in the text, mainly due

to the fact that the branching ratio B(B0 →

π0π0) = (1.45 ± 0.29) × 10−6 (averaged by

HFAG13 on the basis of the BABAR
14 and

Belle15 measurements) is too large to be ef-

fective in setting the above limit, but is also

too small for the full isospin analysis.

The ρρ channel has three polarization

amplitudes, which introduce dilution in the

measurement because they have different CP

eigenvalues, and has been considered in the

past as less promising than ππ. Both BABAR

and Belle have recently performed full anal-

yses of this decay.16,17 The charged ρ is re-

constructed through the decay ρ± → π±π0,

and the events are selected through a kine-

matical signal identification based on the

beam-energy substituted mass (also known

as beam constrained mass) mbc ≡ mES =
√

E∗2
beam − p∗2B and the energy difference be-

tween the reconstructed B and the beam
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∆E = E∗
B − E∗

beam. All quantities are com-

puted in the CM frame. The distribution of

these variables for the signal and the back-

ground is shown in Fig. 4

It is found that the fraction of longitu-

dinal polarization (fL) in the ρρ final state

is almost 100%, and that therefore there is

no dilution effect in the measurement of α.

In addition, the ρ+ρ− and ρ+ρ0 branching

fractions are a factor of 5 larger than the cor-

responding ones in the ππ decays, but at the

same time the ρ0ρ0 is not yet observed, with

a relatively small limit on ∆α. The results

are summarized in Table 1

Using the BABAR limit on B(B0 → ρ0ρ0)

and the average between the two experiments

for the other quantities one arrives at a rela-

tively stringent limit on ∆α (∆α < 11◦) and

at the determination α[ρρ] = (96 ± 13)◦.

The isospin analysis has an intrinsic two-

fold ambiguity that can be removed with

a full time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis

of the B → ρπ decay.18 Results on this

analysis have been presented the ICHEP04

conference.19,20

The results of the three analysis are sum-

marized in Fig. 5, where a combined fit21 is

also shown. The result of this combined fit

is α = (99+12
−9 )◦. The result from the indi-

rect measurement of α obtained by fitting

all the other CKM triangle measurements,

α[CKM] = (96+11
−12)

◦ is shown for compari-

son on the same plot. This is the first time

that the direct measurement of α has a better

precision than the its indirect determination

from the CKM triangle fit.

4 Measurement of |Vub| and |Vcb|

The magnitude of the CKM matrix ele-

ments Vub and Vcb can be extracted from

the semileptonic decay rate of B mesons. At

the parton level the decay rates for b → uℓν

and b → cℓν can be calculated accurately;

they are proportional to |Vub|
2 and |Vcb|

2, re-

spectively, and depend on the quark masses,
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Figure 5. Alpha determination from the charmless B

decays B0 → π+π−, B0 → ρρ and B0 → ρ+π−.
The dotted lines represent the results of the three
individual analyses. The green area is the result of
the combined fit. The CKM triangle fit independent
determination of alpha, which is not included in the
fit, is shown by the blue point.

mb, mu, and mc. To relate measurements of

the semileptonic decay rate to |Vub| and |Vcb|,

the parton-level calculations have to be cor-

rected for effects of strong interactions, thus

introducing significant theoretical uncertain-

ties for both exclusive and inclusive analyses.

For of exclusive decays, the effect is

parametrized by form factors(FF), such as in

the simple case of the B → πℓν decay, ne-

glecting the π mass:

dΓ(B0 → π−ℓ+ν)

dq2
=
G2

F |Vub|
2

24π3
|f+(q2)|2p3

π,

where GF is the Fermi constant, q2 is the

invariant-mass squared of the lepton-neutrino

system and pπ is the pion momentum in

the B frame. The FF f+(q2) can be cal-

culated with a variety of approaches based

on quark model,22 Light Cone Sum Rules,23

and lattice QCD.24,25 In inclusive decays, the

main difficulty is to relate the partial rate

obtained by the experimental event selec-

tion process to the matrix elements. This is

a particularly serious issue for |Vub|, where
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Table 1. Summary of measurements for the B → ρρ decays

Quantity BABAR Belle

fL 0.978± 0.014+0.021
−0.029 0.951+0.033+0.029

−0.039−0.031

Sρρ,L −0.33± 0.24+0.08
−0.14 0.09 ± 0.42 ± 0.08

Cρρ,L −0.03± 0.18 ± 0.09 0.00 ± 0.30+0.09
−0.10

B(B0 → ρ+ρ−) [10−6] 30 ± 4 ± 5 24.4 ± 2.2+3.8
−4.1

B(B± → ρ+ρ0) [10−6] 22.5+5.7
−5.4 ± 5.8 31.7 ± 7.1+3.8

−6.7

B(B0 → ρ0ρ0) [10−6] < 1.1 -

only a small fraction of the total rate can

be determined experimentally because of the

severe background rejection cuts. Heavy-

Quark Expansions (HQEs)26 have become a

useful tool for calculating perturbative and

non-perturbative QCD corrections and for es-

timating their uncertainties. These expan-

sions contain parameters such as the b quark

mass and the average Fermi momentum of

the b quark inside the B meson. These pa-

rameters must be determined experimentally,

for instance from the photon energy spectrum

in B → Xsγ decays and the spectrum of the

hadronic mass in B → Xcℓν decays.

For the determination of |Vcb|, a global

analysis of inclusive B decays has been

performed,27 leading to a very precise mea-

surement:

|Vcb|incl. = (41.4 ± 0.6exp ± 0.1th) × 10−3.

The measurement obtained from the world

average of B(B → D∗ℓν),28

|Vcb|D∗ℓν = (41.3 ± 1.0exp ± 1.8th) × 10−3,

is fully compatible, although less precise.

These accurate measurements demon-

strate the rapid experimental and theoretical

advancements in these area.

4.1 b→ uℓν inclusive decays.

Several methods have been used to isolate in-

clusive b → uℓν decays from the much more

frequent b→ cℓν decays.

In the lepton endpoint method29,30 one

uses the fact that, due to the mass difference

between c and u quarks, the lepton spectrum

in the b → u transition extends to slightly

higher energies than in the b → c decays.

The lepton momentum window is typically

1.9 < plept < 2.6 GeV/c, and a selection is

applied on the basis of event shape variables

and missing momentum. The background re-

mains in any case significant with typically

S/B ≈ 1/14.

One can refine the selection by using a

q2-dependent electron energy cut (the Ee−q
2

method)31 where the neutrino momentum is

estimated from the event missing momentum

and q2 is calculated from q2 = (pe+pν)2. For

each Ee and q2 one can calculate the max-

imum kinematically allowed hadronic mass

square smax
h and veto b → cℓν decays by re-

quiring smax
h < 3.5 GeV2 ≈ m2

D. This tech-

nique significantly improves the S/B ratio to

about 1/2. Figure 6 shows the electron en-

ergy and smax
h spectra, along with signal and

sideband regions.

Reconstructing the other B in the event

in an exclusive channel allows the direct re-

construction of the hadronic system (called
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h

spectra
in the Υ (4S) frame for continuum-subtracted data
and simulated BB events satisfying all the selection
criteria except for the variable shown. The arrows
denote the signal and sideband regions.

X) produced in b→ uℓν decays by assigning

all the remaining particles to it. BABAR uses

the mass of the hadronic system to perform

a 2-dimensional fit for the partial branching

fraction in the area {MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, q2 >

8 GeV2},32 while Belle also introduces the

variable P+ ≡ EX − |pX |, where EX

and pX are the energy and 3-momentum

of the hadronic system, analyzing data in

three kinematical regions MX < 1.7 GeV/c2,

{MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, q2 > 8 GeV2}, and P+ <

0.66 GeV/c.33

The extraction of |Vub| from these partial

branching fractions involves the determina-

tion of HQE parameters, which can be done

following a variety of schemes and using dif-

ferent physical processes.34 This extraction is

the object of a very active discussion with the

goal of improving the precision of the mea-

surement. A summary of |Vub| inclusive de-

terminations based on HQE parameters de-

]-3 10×|  [ub|V
2 4 6

]-3 10×|  [ub|V
2 4 6

CLEO (endpoint) 
 0.33± 0.46 ±3.93 

BELLE (endpoint) 
 0.31± 0.45 ±4.82 

BABAR (endpoint) 
 0.30± 0.34 ±4.20 

) 2, qeBABAR (E
 0.35± 0.27 ±4.00 

 XBELLE m

 0.25± 0.27 ±4.03 

) 2, qXBELLE  sim. ann. (m

 0.29± 0.46 ±4.32 

) 2, qXBABAR (m

 0.31± 0.34 ±4.70 

Average +/- exp +/- (mb,theory) 
 0.27± 0.20 ±4.39 

HFAG
LP-2005 momentsγ s → and bν c l →HQ input from b

/dof = 6.4/ 6 (CL = 38.0%)2χ

Figure 7. Summary and average of inclusive |Vub| de-
terminations using HQE parameters extracted from
B → Xsγ and B → Xcℓν moments.

rived from the moments of the photon energy

spectrum in B → Xsγ decays and from the

hadronic-mass and lepton-energy moments in

B → Xcℓν decays is shown13 in Fig. 7:

|Vub|incl. = (4.39 ± 0.20exp ± 0.27th) × 10−3.

An alternative determination, using

HQE parameters35 obtained fitting the Belle

B → Xsγ photon energy spectrum, yields:29

|Vub|incl. = (5.08 ± 0.47exp ± 0.48th) × 10−3.

4.2 B → πℓν, ρℓν decays.

Various methods have been devised to isolate

exclusive B → πℓν, ρℓν decays from the large

backgrounds from b → cℓν and continuum

events. Estimating the neutrino momentum

from the missing momentum in the event al-

lows the usage of the mass of the B candi-

date mES as a discriminating variable. In

addition, one can analyze the data in bins of

q2 (three bins for CLEO36 and five bins for

BABAR
37) and measure the q2 dependance of

the form factor, thus discriminating among

theoretical models.
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Figure 8. Summary and average of exclusive B →
πℓν branching fractions.

Tagging the other B in the event is

another powerful method to reduce back-

grounds. As in the case of inclusive decays

one can reconstruct the other B in an exclu-

sive hadronic channel38 (BReco tag) which

allows the reconstruction of the hadronic sys-

tem on the signal side. Alternatively, one

can tag the other B through semileptonic

decays, and use the kinematics of 2 back-

to-back semileptonic decays to reduce the

background.39,40,41

A summary of exclusive B → πℓν

branching fractions measurements is shown

in Fig. 8. The extraction of |Vub| from these

branching fractions requires a theoretical cal-

culation of the form factor, which depends

on the q2 range used. Reducing the q2 range

usually improves the error on the form fac-

tor calculation while the experimental er-

ror increases because of the loss of statis-

tics. For q2 < 15 GeV2 Light Cone Sum

Rules23 provide the most accurate calcula-

tion, whereas lattice calculation are limited

to q2 > 15 GeV2 due to the restriction to π

energies smaller than the inverse lattice spac-

ing. Using the FNAL04 lattice calculations25

for q2 > 16 GeV2 one obtains

|Vub|excl. = (3.75 ± 0.27+0.64
−0.42) × 10−3.

It should be noted that the inclusive and

exclusive determinations of |Vub| are experi-

mentally and theoretically independent. The

previously reported hints of discrepancy42

between the two measurements are now re-

duced in size and the results are compati-

ble. Theory errors have been progressively

reduced and have broken the 10% limit for

the inclusive measurement.

5 B → τν decay

In the SM, the purely leptonic decay B+ →

ℓ+ν (charge conjugate modes are implied)

proceeds via the annihilation of the b and u

quark into a virtual W boson. Its amplitude

is proportional to the product of |Vub| and the

B meson decay constant fB, with a predicted

branching fraction given by:43

B(B+ → ℓ+ν) =

G2
FmB

8π
m2

ℓ

(

1 −
m2

ℓ

m2
B

)2

f2
B|Vub|

2τB,

whereGF is the Fermi coupling constants,mℓ

and mB are the lepton and B meson masses,

and τB is the B+ meson lifetime. The de-

pendance on the lepton mass arises from he-

licity conservation, which suppresses the elec-

tron and muon channels. The branching ra-

tio in the τ channel is predicted in the SM

to be roughly 10−4, but physics beyond the

SM, such as supersymmetry or two-Higgs-

doublets models could significantly modify

the process. Observation of B → τν would

allow a direct determination of fB, which

is currently estimated with a 15% theoreti-

cal uncertainty44 using lattice QCD calcula-

tions. Besides, the ratio of B(B+ → τ+ν)

to ∆MBd
, the mass difference between heavy

and light Bd mesons, can be used to deter-

mine the ratio of |Vub|
2/|Vtd|

2, constraining

an area in the ρ, η plane with small theo-

retical uncertainties.45 Conversely, from the
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global CKM fit one can derive21 the con-

straint B(B+ → τ+ν) = (8.1+1.7
−1.3) × 10−5.

Due to the presence of at least two neu-

trinos in the final state, the B+ → τ+ν de-

cay lacks the kinematical constraints that are

usually exploited in B decay searches to reject

both continuum and BB backgrounds. The

strategy adopted is to exclusively identify the

other B in the event through a semileptonic

or hadronic decay, and assign all the remain-

ing tracks to the signal B. The τ lepton

is then searched in one or three prongs de-

cays, with a maximum of one π0. After ap-

plying kinematical cuts and requiring a large

missing mass in the event, the most power-

ful variable for separating signal and back-

ground is remaining energy (EECL) non asso-

ciated with either B. Applying a cut EECL <

0.3 GeV, Belle46 finds no significant eccess of

events over the expected backgrounds, that

ranges between 3 and 12 events depending

on the τ decay mode, and sets an upper

limit B(B+ → τ+ν) < 1.8× 10−4 @ 90%C.L..

BABAR finds a slightly higher upper limit.

This result can be interpreted in the con-

text of extensions to the SM. In the two-

Higgs doublet model the decay can occur via

a charged Higgs particle, and the B(B+ →

τ+ν) upper limited can be translated in a

constraint in the [mH , tanβ] plane, as seen in

Fig. 9 where mH is the mass of the Higgs par-

ticle and tanβ is the ratio of the vacuum ex-

pectation values of the two Higgs doublets.47

6 b→ s radiative decays

Radiative decays involving the b→ s flavour-

changing neutral current transition occur in

the SM via one-loop penguin diagrams con-

taining an up-type quark (u, c, t) and a W

boson. Example of these decays are: B →

Xsγ,K
∗γ,K0

Sπ
0γ,Kππγ,K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−,Kνν, · · ·.

New physics particles replacing the SM

ones in the penguin loop, e.g. a charged Higgs

boson or squarks, can affect both the total

rate of these processes and the decay proper-

ties, such as photon polarization, direct CP

violation, and forward-backward asymmetry

in B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−.

6.1 B → Xsγ decays

Within the SM, the inclusive B → Xsγ rate

is predicted by next-to-leading order (NLO)

calculations48 to be B(B → Xsγ) = (3.57 ±

0.30) × 10−4 for Eγ > 1.6 GeV. The photon

energy spectrum provides access to the dis-

tribution function of the b quark inside the

B meson,49 whose knowledge is crucial for

the extraction of |Vub| from inclusive semilep-

tonic B → Xuℓν decays, as discussed in

Sec. 4. The heavy quark parameters mb

and µ2
π, which describe the effective the b-

quark mass and the kinetic energy inside the

B meson, can be determined from the pho-

ton energy spectrum, either by fitting the

spectrum directly or by fitting the spectrum

moments.50,51

The branching fraction and the photon

energy spectrum can be measured with two

methods, originally introduced by CLEO:52

in the fully inclusive method the photon en-
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Table 2. Summary of partial branching fraction mea-
surements for the B → Xsγ process. As explained
in the text, Belle uses a photon energy cut Eγ >

1.8GeV, while BABAR uses Eγ > 1.9GeV. The errors
are statistical, systematical, and model dependent.

Experiment B(B → Xsγ)[10−4]

Belle, incl.53 3.55 ± 0.32+0.30+0.11
−0.31−0.07

BABAR, incl.54 3.67 ± 0.29 ± 0.34 ± 0.29

BABAR, excl.55 3.27 ± 0.18+0.55+0.04
−0.40−0.09

ergy spectrum is measured without recon-

structing the Xs system, and backgrounds

are suppressed using event shape variables

and high-momentum lepton tagging of the

other B; the semi-inclusive method uses a

sum of exclusive final states where possi-

ble Xs systems are combined with the pho-

ton, and kinematic constraints are used to

suppress backgrounds. The semi-inclusive

method suffers from uncertainties on the frag-

mentation of the Xs system and on the as-

sumptions made as to the fraction of unmea-

sured final states. On the other hand the

fully-inclusive method has much larger resid-

ual backgrounds that must be carefully sub-

tracted using off-resonance data. Table 2

summarizes the B(B → Xsγ) measurements.

Belle uses a photon energy cut Eγ > 1.8 GeV,

while BABAR uses Eγ > 1.9 GeV. The results

are fully consistent with the SM expectations.

6.2 Photon polarization

In the SM, the photon from the b → sγ

(b→ sγ) decays has an almost complete left-

handed (right-handed) polarization. This

pattern was generally assumed to be valid

up to a O(ms/mb) correction,56 but it has

been recently shown57 that the corrections

can be significantly larger. A different po-

larization pattern would be a marker of new

physics, and can be explored in different

ways. In one method56 photon helicity is

q q

b st

W

γ , Z

l +

l −

q q

b st

W +W − ν

l − l +

Figure 10. Feynmann diagrams decribing the B →
sℓ+ℓ− decay.

probed in mixing-induced CP asymmetries,

exploiting the fact that left-handed and right-

handed photons cannot interfere, thus sup-

pressing time-dependent CP asymmetries in

decays such as B → K∗0γ. In another

method58 one uses the kaon resonances de-

cays B → Kresγ → Kππγ to measure the

up-down asymmetry of the photon direction

relative to the Kππ decay plane. Exper-

imentally, many B → Kππγ decay chan-

nels have been observed,59,60 with branch-

ing fractions varying in the range (1.8 −

4.3) × 10−5, although with a statistics still

insuffient for the helicity analysis. Both de-

cays B → K∗0γ and B → KSπ
0γ have been

observed and their time-dependent CP asym-

metry measured.61,62 With the present statis-

tics all the results are consistent with zero.

6.3 B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− decays

As shown in Fig. 10, b → sℓ+ℓ− decays pro-

ceed in the SM both via a radiative penguin

diagram with a photon or a Z, and via a

W -mediated box diagram. The magnitude

of the photon penguin amplitude is known

from the b → sγ rate measurement, while

the Z penguin and W box amplitudes pro-

vide new information on FCNC processes.

The predicted total branching fraction is63

B(b→ sℓ+ℓ−) = (4.2± 0.7)× 10−6, in agree-

ment with measurements.64,65

The B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− exclusive decays are

predicted to have branching fractions of 0.4×

10−6 for B → Kℓ+ℓ− and about 1.2 × 10−6

9
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Figure 11. Experimental measurements (points) and
theoretical predictions for B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− branching
fractions. Red (upper) points are the BABAR

70 result,
while blue (lower) points are the Belle71 result. The
width of the boxes indicates the estimated precision

of the predictions.63,73

for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−, with a theoretical uncer-

tainty of about 30% mainly due the lack of

precision in predicting how often the s quark

will result in a single K(∗) meson in the fi-

nal state. Since the electroweak couplings

to electron and muon are identical, the ratio

RK = B(B → Kµ+µ−)/B(B → Ke+e−) is

expected to be unity, while in B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−

decays a phase space contribution from a

pole in the photon penguin amplitude at

q2 = m2
ℓ+ℓ−

≃ 0 enhances the lighter lep-

ton pair, with a prediction of RK∗ = B(B →

K∗µ+µ−)/B(B → K∗e+e−) = 0.752. Ne-

glecting the pole region (q2 < 0.1 GeV2) for

B → K∗e+e−, both ratios RK and RK∗ are

predicted to be very close to unity. However,

an enhancement of order 10% is expected

in the presence of a supersymmetric neutral

Higgs boson with large tanβ.66 New physics

at the electroweak scale could also enhance

direct CP asymmetries, defined as ACP =
Γ(B→K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−)−Γ(B→K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−)

Γ(B→K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−)+Γ(B→K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−)
, to values of

order one,67 while the SM expectations68

are much less than 1%. Finally, the q2-

dependance of the lepton forward backward

asymmetry is sensitive to some new physics

effects, such as a change of sign69 of the Wil-

son coefficient C7 of the Operator Product

Expansion, that would not show up in other

channels.

Experimentally, the B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− de-

cays are identified through kinematical con-

straints following a positive K identifica-

tion. Care must be taken to reject dilepton

pairs with a mass consistent with the J/ψ

and the ψ(2S), which are produced abun-

dantly in B decays. Both processes are well

established,70,71 and the branching fractions

are compared to theoretical calculations in

Fig. 11 CP asymmetries measurements are

consistente with zero with an error of 0.25.

Belle also reports the first measurement of

the lepton forward-backward asymmetry71

and of the ratio of Wilson coefficients72 , al-

though the statistical power is not yet suffi-

cient to identify new physics effects.

6.4 Other radiative decays

Several other exclusive B radiative decay

modes have been looked at, searching for

deviation from SM expectations. No signal

has been found yet, but some of the lim-

its (given below at 90% C.L.) are getting

close to the SM values. B → D∗0γ pro-

ceeds via a W -exchange diagram and the

branching fraction is expected to be around

10−6 in the SM. The measured limit74 is

B(B0 → D∗0γ) < 2.5 × 10−5. For B → φγ,

which proceeds through a penguin annihi-

lation diagram75 the SM expectations are

around 10−12, while the experimental limit

is B(B0 → φγ) < 8.5× 10−7. The double ra-

diative decay B → γγ has a clean experimen-

tal signature and is expected to be around

3×10−8 in the SM. The measurements76 limit

its rate at B(B0 → γγ) < 5.4 × 10−7

7 Observation of b→ d radiative

decays

The b → dγ process is suppressed with re-

spect to b→ sγ by a factor |Vtd/Vts|
2 ≃ 0.04.

Due to the large background from continuum

events, only exclusive modes such as B− →

ρ−γ, B0 → ρ0γ, B0 → ωγ (charge conjugate

10
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Figure 12. Projection of the fit results to Mbc and
∆E for the individual b → dγ modes. Lines represent
the signal (magenta), continuum (blu-dashed), B →
K∗γ (red), other B decay background components
(green), and the total fit result (blue-solid).

modes are implied), have been searched so

far. Measurement of these exclusive branch-

ing fractions, which are predicted to be in the

range (0.9 − 2.7) × 10−6 in the SM,77 gives

a precise determination of |Vtd/Vts| and pro-

vides sensitivity to physics beyond the SM.

Belle reports the first observation78 of these

decays, reconstructing the ρ and ω with final

states with at most one π0. Background re-

jection is obtained through the use of event

shape variables, vertex separtion, and by tag-

ging the other B in the event. All the vari-

ables are used in an unbinned maximum like-

lyhood fit where the B → (ρ, ω)γ and B →

K∗γ yields are simultaneuosly determined.

Figure 12 shows the projection of the

likelihood fit onto the Mbc and ∆E axes for

the individual modes. A clear peak is always

visible. The individual branching ratios are

determined as follows:

B(B− → ρ−γ) = (0.55+0.43+0.12
−0.37−0.11) × 10−6,

B(B0 → ρ0γ) = (1.17+0.35+0.09
−0.31−0.08) × 10−6,

B(B0 → ωγ) = (0.58+0.35+0.07
−0.27−0.11) × 10−6,

where the first error is statistical and the

second error is systematical. The signifi-

cance figures of the three measurements are

1.5σ, 5.1σ, and 2.6σ, respectively. A simulta-

neous fit is also perfomerd using the isospin

relation:

B(B → ρ/ωγ) ≡ B(B− → ρ−γ) =

2
τB+

τB0

B(B0 → ρ0γ) = 2
τB+

τB0

B(B0 → ωγ)

where τB+/τB0 = 1.076±0.008 is the ratio of

charged B lifetime to the neutral B lifetime,

yielding

B(B → ρ/ωγ) = 1.34+0.345+0.14
−0.31−0.10 (5.5σ)

It should be noted that the individual fit re-

sults (especially B(B → ρ0γ)) are in marginal

agreement with the isospin relation above or

with the previous limits. More statistics will

hopefully clarify the issue. The simultaneous

determination of B(B → K∗γ) allows the de-

termination of |Vtd/Vts|:
79

|Vtd/Vts| = 0.200+0.026+0.038
−0.025−0.029,

where the errors are respectively from exper-

iment and theory. This value is in agreement

with global fit to the unitarity triangle,21 but

the b → dγ observation provides an inde-

pendent constraint on the unitarity triangle

which will become more and more effective as

statistics increase.

8 Summary and conclusions

The accuracy of the analyses performed by

the BABAR and Belle experiments has been

steadily improving, and the precision mea-

surement of CKM parameters is now a reality.

The direct α(Φ2) determination α = (99+12
−9 )◦

is for the first time more precise than its in-

direct determination from the CKM triangle

11
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Figure 13. Allowed region in the ρ, η plane once all
the constraints are included.

fit. |Vcb| is known at the 1.5% level, while

|Vub|incl. = (4.39 ± 0.20exp ± 0.27th) × 10−3.

is determined at the 8% level, and is the ob-

ject of intense activity to further reduce the

error.

Rare decays are very powerful tools for

testing the consistency of the SM and are

sensitive to new physics particles in the loop.

They also allow the investigation of the in-

ner structure of the B meson, thus reducing

theory uncertainties in many measurements.

b → dγ penguin transitions have been ob-

served at the 5.5σ level, B(B → ρ/ωγ) =

1.34+0.345+0.14
−0.31−0.10 , starting to provide new con-

straints on the unitarity triangle.

Figure 13 shows the allowed region in

the ρ, η plane after all the constraints have

been applied. The figure represents the ex-

perimental situation after the summer confer-

ences 2005. As more data will be necessary to

disentangle all the effects and identify the sig-

nals of new physics, each experiment is set to

reach a data sample of about 1 ab−1 within a

few years. Larger samples will require signif-

icant machine and detector upgrades which

are being actively studied by the community.
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